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Two Central Modernists, Yeats and Hayter,

in Pursuit of New Art*1)
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____________________________________

Abstract: Two most important Modernists could be William Butler Yeats of Ireland 

and Stanley William Hayter of Britain, the former in English and American poetry 

and drama; the latter in French and American art and printmaking. Yeats attended an 

art school for a while and immediately turned to poetry. On the basis of his 

experience in the editing of Blake’s poetry Yeats made a new poetry. Hayter, though 

he was trained in chemistry in college, turned to painting and then to printmaking. 

He met a great engraver, Joseph Hecht, who introduced him to surface line engraving 

on copper and zinc plates; Hayter revolutionized this technique. Both Yeats and 

Hayter are great innovators. Hayter made full use of the new method of simultaneous 

intaglio and multi-color surface printing on a single plate. This essay aims at 

discovering two parallel developments in art and literature by studying two works, 

each by Yeats and Hayter.
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제목: 새로운 추구한 모더니즘의 중추적 작가, 예이츠와 하이터

우리말 요약: 모더니즘 운동에서 가장 중요한 작가 두 명은 아일랜드의 예이츠와 영

국의 스탠리 월리엄 하이터라 할 수 있는데, 예이츠는 영미시와 드라마에서, 하이터는

프랑스와 미국의 미술과 판화에서 중요하다. 예이츠는 잠시 미술 공부를 하였지만 곧
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시에 관심을 돌린다. 그리고 블레이크 시집을 편집한 경험을 바탕으로 새로운 시를 만

들어낸다. 하이터는 대학에서 화학을 공부하지만 곧 그림과 판화에 관심을 돌린다. 그

는 유능한 판화가 조지 핵트를 만나서 동판과 아연판에 선을 새기는 기법을 배운다. 

그는 다시 이 기법을 혁신한다. 이 두 작가는 자신들의 분야에서 주목할 만한 새로운

길을 연다. 하이터는 한 장의 판에 동시에 다색의 음각판화기법을 개발한다. 본 논문

은 각 작가의 작품을 분석하여 시와 회화에서의 일어난 두 혁신이 거의 동시적으로

일어나던 것을 지적하고자 한다. 

주제어: 예이츠, 하이터, 시, 판화, 음각선판화

저자: 이영석은 한양대학교 영문과교수이다. 그는교육, 시쓰기, 회화작업에시간을 배

분한다. 그는 �한국예이츠저널�의 편집장이고 �국제시와시학저널� 및 �세계문학

연구� 등의 초빙 편집인이었다. 그는 예이츠의 �환상록�과 대니얼 올브라이트의

�회피�를 2011년과 2014년에 각각 번역, 출간했다. 

___________________________________

Anyone with average intelligence can learn this business [printmaking], but you have to at 

least open your eyes.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

My Atelier [17] . . . is a center of research for the stimulation and exchange of mutually 

creative ideas. S.W. Hayter

I

S tanley William Hayter was born in Hackney, London, 27 December 1901 

and made first paintings at age 12, in 1913. He studied chemistry and 

geology at King’s College, London from 1918 to 1921. While doing research 

into organic sulphur compounds under Professor Samuel Smiles, he became 

interested in printmaking. During the period of 1922-25 while he was 

working for a company, the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company (now British 

Petroleum) in Abadan, he began painting regularly. He decided to become a 

painter and went to Pairs in April, 1926 and set up a studio at 51, rue du 
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Moulin Vert, and spent three months at the Academie Julian where he made 

first prints: drypoints, woodcuts, an aquatint. The woodcuts, such as Le 

Penseur (1926, 125 x 105 mm), La Bollée (1926, 86 x 118 mm), and Coast 

near Bonifacio (1926, 104 x 148 mm), all remind us of Munch (Hayter 

71-2). The greatest opportunity for Hayter to develop a new style comes 

when he has met Joseph Hecht, a Polish engraver, who introduced Hayter to 

the art of copper and zinc engraving and etching.1) In 1929 he came in first 

contact with Surrealist artists. In 1933 he moved the workshop to 17, rue 

Campagne-Premiere, from which the name Atelier 17 was derived. He had an 

exhibition with the Surrealist group in 1933, and in 1934 he had the first 

exhibition of Atelier 17 artists in Paris and London. In 1936 he helped 

organize the International Surrealist Exhibition at the New Burlington 

Galleries, London. In 1938 he left the Surrealist group and left Paris for 

London, and worked in England, and in 1940 he left London for the USA to 

give courses in the California School of Fine Arts, and later settled in New 

York in autumn and gave printmaking courses at the New School for Social 

Research, two days a week. In 1945 he set up an independent workshop 

Atelier 17 at 41 East 8th Street. In 1948 he gave a series of weekly lectures 

at California School of Fine Arts. In 1949 he gave courses in printmaking at 

the Art Institute of Chicago, as Professor of Fine Arts in Design Department 

of Brooklyn College, New York. In 1950 he returned to Paris permanently, 

and in 1955 closed Atelier 17 in New York. In 1958 he represented Great 

Britain at the Venice Biennale with William Scott and Kenneth Armitage. In 

1988 the British Museum purchased Hayter’s archive of his own prints. 

Hayter died on 4 May 1988. (See Hayter, A Complete Catalogue 391)

The year 2017 is the 91st year since Stanley William Hayter first arrived 

in Paris in April 1926 to get a studio near Giacometti’s. Hayter had his first 

exhibition in Paris, at Galerie Sacre du Printemps: Gravures et quelques 

peintures de Edith Fletcher and Stanley William Hayter, in 1928. In 1929 he 
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participated with the Surrealists in the Salon des Surindépendents, Paris. In 

1932 he had an exhibition of paintings and prints at Galerie Vignon, Paris. In 

1933, Hayter moved his studio to 17, rue Compagne-Premiere, Paris: it is 

how it began: Atelier 17. 

Let’s see what Hayter has done with Atelier 17 in France and the USA:

Paris:

In April, 1926 he went to Paris and moved into a studio, adjoining 

Giacometti[’s, 46, rue Hippolyte Maindron, on the rue [51, rue du] Moulin 

Vert. The two studios are located on the corner of 51, rue du Moulin Vert 

and 46, rue Hippolyte Maindron. The reason Hayter moved his Atelier 17 

after he came back permanently from the USA to 10, rue Didot may be 

that the last studio 10, rue Didot, which is about 150 meters away, is near 

his first studio and Giacometti’s.] Shortly after his arrival in Paris, he made 

friends with the international group of avantgarde artists, including 

Giacometti, A. Calder, A. Gross, MirÓ, Arp, and Tanguy. Through 

Giacometti, he came to know Joseph Hecht, a famous Polish engraver, 

[who] introduced him to the technique of copper engraving as a medium of 

creative expression. Hayter began to examine traditional technique of 

printmaking, and a scientist’s curiosity coupled with an artistic desire led 

him to discover new means of the graphic arts. 

   At the request of his friends Hayter established the workshop in his own 

studio at 51, rue du Moulin Vert, where all equipment was available for 

artists who wished to work in intaglio printmaking. 

   In 1933, Hayter moved to 17, rue Compagne-Premiere, the address 

number from which Atelier 17 was derived. The workshop remained there 

until 1939. The first Atelier 17 exhibition was held at the Galerie Pierre in 

Paris and at Leicester Gallery in London. So many artists including M. 

Ernst, Giacometti, Calder, D. Smith, A. Masson, M. du Champ, MirÓ, 

Tanguy, Vieira da Silva, and Picasso visited him and made prints at Atelier 

17. 
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New York:

In 1939 Hayter was forced to close Atelier 17 because of World War II, he 

returned to London, and next year he moved to the United States. In 1940 

he arrived in New York, and met with the dean of the New School for 

Social Research, Clara Meyer, and re-opened Atelier 17. The New School 

provided a stimulating atmosphere in which to work, because of its 

outstanding faculty. He collaborated with Prof. Max Wertheimer, who is 

printmaker. 

   From 1940 to 1944, M. Chagall, A. Masson, R. Mash, M. Lasansky, M. 

Rothko, L. Nevelson, W. De Kooning, MirÓ undertook experiment and 

printmaking at Atelier 17. 

   In 1944 Atelier 17 exhibition [Hayter and Studio 17] organized by 

Monroe Wheeler at the Museum of Modern Art produced considerable 

effect. Its impact on American printmaking has been linked to that of 

Armory Show on American painting. The exhibition was circulated in the 

USA for two years and went to South America. 

   Atelier 17 moved in 1945 to the new studio at 41 East 8th Street in 

Greenwich Village. Among the artists in the studio included W. Lam, R. 

Motherwell, J. Pollock, S. Dali, R. Tamayo, M. Lasansky, J. MirÓ, A. 

Lacz, F. Becker, and L. Katz. 

Back in Paris: 

Hayter returned to Paris in 1950 and re-established Atelier 17 at 278, rue 

Vaugirad. [New York Atelier 17 closed in 1955.]

   From the very beginning he had always wanted to have a heterogenous 

international group and a large number of artists came to Atelier 17 from 

all over the world to learn new experiences in printmaking. 

   Since 1950 artists working in Atelier 17 included M. Kohn, E. Zanartu, 

K. Reddy, Sonderborg, P. Alechinsky, J. Saito, H. Saunier, T. Matsutani, S. 

Hasegawa, K. Yamamoto and over seventy artists from Japan came over to 

Atelier 17. After several removal Atelier 17 is now located in 10, rue Didot, 

attracting a number of young artists. [This history is based on the catalogue 

by Joan Moser, Atelier 17: 50th Anniversary Retrospective Exhibition 
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(Elvehjem Art Center, University of Wisconsin, 1977).] 

               (requoted in Hayter, The Symphonic Poems 118)

II

The major development in Stanley William Hayter takes place from 1929 

when he first met the Surrealist artists, in particular Giacometti, Calder, and 

Miro, in Paris to 1958 when he participated in the Venice Biennale 

representing Britain. Hayter’s early style has already shown abstraction, so in 

his early period most of the figurative prints are not straightforward figures

but have abstract forms in circular lines sometimes inspired by, for instance, 

Miro or Picasso, particularly by A. Calder, whose influence on his 

prototypical form of figures in his prints. Before this style flowers fully, there 

is also a style, which is identical with that of Jackson Pollock, who has been 

his student in New York and must have been inspired by Hayter’s surrealistic 

automatism, lasts for about 6 years from 1959 to 1964. Even in this period, 

Hayter on the one hand maintains his unique style of curves and triangles 

arranged mechanically, which is different from Pollock’s painting; on the 

other, some of his prints, as exemplified by Cacade (1959, Zink plate, 

etching, 492 x 492 mm) and Confluence (1964, Zink plate, 394 x 499 mm, 

etching and scraper), look much like Pollock’s painting. The Hayter style, 

which is mathematical, appears from 1964 and continues until he dies in 

1988. The last period is characterized by his unique style, and his work 

becomes masterful that is hard to imitate, without the technical competence 

and the sense of balance — as his last studio name Contrepoint indicates — , 

which he has achieved throughout his life. 

Glancing through all his works in his Complete Catalogue, Hayter’s 

works show influences of his colleagues who have come and worked in his 
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studio in Paris and New York. Many of great artists have made prints with 

Hayter as mentioned above, and in return he has been inspired by their 

works. This interaction in his studio has played a great role in making 

Modernist painters create great prints and paintings.

III

To compare Yeats and Hayter, let’s look at two works by each person: 

Yeats’s poem, “Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen (1919),” and Hayter’s print, 

Chinese Circus (1976). The two works are great works by the two artists, 

Yeats and Hayter. In each work the two Modernists achieved perfection in 

Modernist art, two great works in the history of poetry and print-making. 

I find two of Hayter’s works interesting: one an early painting, Circus

(1930) and the other a print. 

The early painting Circus looks like a painting in water-based colors 

[dimensions of the work not mentioned in the catalog]: he seems interested in 

space and lines as well as [a]symmetry in a work; he seems not interested in 

depicting individual beings of the crowd, leaving traces of brush tips for the 

crowd. In this particular painting the colors arrangements and the forms of 

the stage and the round fence and the outer round walls and the balcony and 

the roof covering supported by poles -- all these are to become characteristic 

in his later prints of his abstract forms of circular motions and lines 

employed unconsciously. In 46 years, after many experiments in style, it 

becomes a pure abstract form in his print, Chinese Circus (1976)2), but 

strangely it is more realistic than in Circus. If compared, the two works are 

almost the same, though giving different moods and intensity of feeling to the 

viewers. In the first place, the three principal colors remain the same: the red 
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of the floor carpet and the round fence in the first painting compares with 

the red of the sky (light) in the second; the ceiling in green in the first 

painting becomes the green floor in the second painting. The dark brush 

smears of the crowd in the first painting become dark in the background of 

the two circles in red and green in the second. The second painting’s 

emphasis on the two acrobats movements expressed in circular lines of 

[a]symmetrical cuts of pale yellows with finer, continuous circular lines in the 

central portion of the painting becomes the tensions the audience felt 

watching the acrobats movements. 

The major concern of Hayter that runs through all his work is time and 

space expressed in forms, colors, rhythms, whether a work is figurative or 

abstract, which explains well why the first paining of the circus is identical 

with the second of the circus, though they are more than 40 years apart. To 

prove and illustrate this claim, let’s look at another work of his done in the 

same year, Parachute (1976): the tension and pressure of space and time felt 

by the parachute person and the viewer is depicted by the circular movements 

of lines, while the speed of the falling man is expressed in slant lines from 

top to bottom of the rectangular form of the print. The things seen by the 

falling man appear to be triangles, the ones near the earth becoming 

elongated. It is interesting that almost all of his works are called something 

real, though all — lines and forms, for instance — are abstract means that 

are being employed. 

To support this observation of mine I give two more sets of his works, 

Falling Figure (1947) and Free Fall (1974). The principle of depicting time 

and space by use of circular or curved lines looks the same in both prints: 

the differences in the two prints are that the first is slightly more figurative 

while the second is fully stylized and purified in the feeling and tension of 

the falling man. Strangely the yellows in the prints seem to represent the 
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mind of the persons in the four works we have discussed above. 

Despite the Influences of other artists in his work, Hayter’s work is done 

uniquely in his own way. Let’s look at the major influences and what’s unique 

in the prints under those influences: what’s unique is that he always is in his 

own form. This is the very point this paper attempts to make, as a parallel 

movement alongside the greatest traditional, innovative poet W.B. Yeats.

Hayter and Yeats have something in common as far as family 

backgrounds are concerned: artists in their families. First, Hayter’s artistic 

ability must have been inborn:

   His father, William Harry Hayter, was a part-time painter and talented 

watercolourist, his mother Ellen Mercy Palmer was a school teacher. 

Hayter’s great grandfather was the Victorian painter John Hayter, brother of 

Sir George Hayter who had been portrait painter to Queen Victoria, and 

they in turn were the sons of Charles Hayter who gave lessons in 

perspective to Queen Charlotte and who wrote a treatise on the subject 

(Hayter, A Complete Catalogue 18)

And Yeats was an art student himself, and his father John Yeats was a 

lawyer-turned portrait painter, his brother Jack Yeats was to become one of 

the greatest painters of Ireland in the last century, and W.B. Yeats’s daughter 

Anne was a painter. One of Yeats’s favorite poets of the early 20th century 

was William Blake, a poet painter. 

If Yeats had a playwright Lady Gregory who helped Yeats write early 

plays, Hayter had Joseph Hecht. In a literary work it is not easy to co-author 

a work, and so it is natural that Yeats has written plays as he has wanted 

with advice provided by Lady Gregory. But the cooperation between Hayter 

and Hecht shows up rather clearly in a work they worked on together. 
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Hayter, without Joseph Hecht, the most important influence on Hayter as a 

printer, may have gone a different way than what he is now. As chemist 

Hayter has earlier become interested in the chemical sulphur compounds and 

printmaking, but it is through Hecht that Hayter is to discover the great 

potential of copper and zinc engraving and etching. It would be interesting 

and enlightening to see the two artists do the same motif, Bison: Hayter for 

the first time in his life makes the print Bison by use of burin and copper 

after the first introduction by Hecht to the material (1927, Copper plate, 158 

x 197 mm, engraving, artist’s proofs, limit of edition 20. On Arches paper). 

At almost the same time Hecht, with animals being his major motif, also 

takes the bison as his motif (see Bison I (1927, Burin, 193 x 143 mm) and 

Bison II (1927, Burin, 239 x 326 mm)), and two years later Joseph Hecht 

makes a very beautiful print by using the same technique but differently and 

uniquely in his own style, Bison, which is reproduced in Moorhead’s essay, 

(1929, dimensions not mentioned; this work does appear on the cover of  

Joseph Hecht’s Catalogue Raisonné; Désirée Moorhead, the widow of Hayter, 

mentions in her essay, “The Prints of Stanley William Hayter,” that all the 

reproductions of the other artists in The Prints of Stanley William Hayter: A 

Complete Catalogue printed in the latter’s book are the collections of Hayter, 

which means that Hecht’s Bison was one of Hayter’s collections.) It seems to 

me that this is the most beautiful work by Hecht and it is Hayter’s eye that 

sees it when he has found something, as he says, “Anyone with average 

intelligence can learn this business [printmaking], but you have to at least 

open your eyes.” (Hayter, The Symphonic Poems 118) 

There’s another woodcut, Untitled (1927), of a naked woman lying curled 

with her back toward the viewer and part of tree trunk on the right; while 

working on this plate, Hayter must have been reminded of two of Hecht’s 

prints: one is an early print of Hecht, Bacchanale (1912, Eau-forte, 240 x 

210 mm: see Hecht 18), in which the woman’s pose is almost the same as 
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Hayter’s, and the other is Sommeil I (about 1918-19, woodcut, 279 x 200 

mm: see 25, 26 ), whose technique is like Hayter’s woodcut, Untitled (1927). 

This mutual influence on each other culminates in La noyée (1946, 

Copper plate, 346 x 438 mm, Engraving, Printed in black; 172-3 Hayter, A 

Complete Catalogue; 173 Hecht, Catalogue Raisonné). The plate they have 

worked on together is described state by state:

   Plate begun July 26, 2017

   i Hayter engraved two figures, top right and bottom left. Hecht engraved 

the small, darker figure sprawled underneath Hayter’s spirit-like figure 

(centre right). 1 proof

   ii Hecht engraved the sphinx-like rock and added feather-like lines to the 

sprawled figure centre right. 22 July, 2 proofs.

   iii Hecht engraved birds and the first waves; Hayter added work to his 

figure bottom left. 1 proof.

   iv. Hecht engraved the distant rock, top left, and horizon line. 2 August, 

1 proof.

   v. Hect added more waves; (?) Hayter engraved the lines of shading in 

the sea and sky top right. 7 August

   vi. Hecht added the wave patterns close around the sphinx-like rock and 

elsewhere. 1 proof. 11 August.

   vii. Hayter engraved the small figure group on the horizon to the right 

of the centre. 1 proof.

   viii. Further minor additions engraved by Hecht. 1 proof.

   ix. Further minor additions engraved by Hecht.

   x. Further minor additions engraved by Hecht. 27 August, 1 proof.

Artist’s proof 1-5

Limit of edition 50. Printed by Hayter and Hecht on Montval paper

Highest edition number recorded: 14/50

It has not been possible to examine proofs of states viii and ix. The proof 

state x implies their existence, but in their absence it is not possible to 

assign Hecht’s final additions to a specific state within the last three. 

(Hayter, A Complete Catalogue 172-3)
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According to my observation, it seems to me that at an early stage there 

must have come a breakthrough in his work, which has remained the key 

element throughout his career: an encounter with Alexander Calder in Paris: 

“the turning point for Hayter’s imagery was 1930, exemplified by the 

Paysages urbain with their dual scenes, intertwined yet not quite visible 

simultaneously, partly real and palpable, partly inhabited by ghosts” (Black 

37). The dual images of the city or a horse or a human figure or a still life 

in the prints may to me have originated in Calder’s mobile sculpture. If you 

see a work by Calder, it moves continually and the viewer could see both 

the sculpture and the background alternately. Paysages urbains (1930) 33-38 

in Hayter’s Complete Catalogue testify to that: Place Falguière (Copper plate, 

207 x 267 mm, Engraving and drypoint, Printed in black); La Villette

(Copper plate, 181 x 243 mm, Engraving, Drypoint, Printed in black); Rue de 

la Villette (Copper plate, 205 x 269 mm, Engraving, Drypoint, Printed in 

black); Rue du Repos (Copper plate, 206 x 269 mm, Engraving, Etching, 

Drypoint, Printed in black); Père Lachaise (Copper plate, 207 x 267 mm, 

Engraving and drypoint, Printed in black); Rue d’Assas (Copper plate, 206 x 

269 mm, Engraving, drypoint, and mezzotint, Printed in black). These dual 

images appear in many of his prints from now one. 

His print, Pavane (1935, Copper plate, 293 x 196 mm, Engraving, 

soft-ground etching, drypoint and scorper, Printed in black: States i Engraving, 

ii Further engraving, iii Soft-ground texture, iv Carborundum stone, v 

Burnisher, vi Scorper, vii Further scorper work; Artist’s proof 1-5; Highest 

edition number recorded: 21/30) just looks like Calder’s mobile sculpture. The 

shapes of blade-like forms become the major style of Hayter’s from 1930 to 

1957, or works numbers 33-236.
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IV

Yeats’s interaction with his contemporaries, including Lady Gregory, J.M. 

Synge, James Joyce from his country and Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot from the 

US, has been researched and written about a lot. Hayter has been a central 

figure in art and played an important role in transforming traditional 

printmaking into Modernist art. Strangely, both Yeats and Hayter make 

respective use of automatic writing and automatism, which take a similar 

approach to making a work. Yeats’s undertaking of the automatic writing 

results in A Vision, as a result of his life-long interest in it. When you look 

at how Hayter works on a plate, you will see that he hardly begins making a 

sketch with a figure in mind at first. The lines flow and snake and circle, as 

they are being transformed into an art. 

In Yeats’s poems and plays, the imagery of dancing abounds, and I 

would like to focus on one of the stanzas in his poem “Nineteen Hundred 

and Nineteen.”

While reading stanzas three and four, I am instantly reminded of Hayter’s 

strong plate Cinq personnages (1946, Copper plate, 376 x 600 mm, 

engraving, soft-ground etching and scorper, 3 silkscreens, Printed in colours). 

(Hayter, A Complete Catalogue 168-9) It seems like a depiction of five 

persons engaging in fighting: further, like a depiction in the poem’s line: 

[We] . . . are but weasels fighting in a hole. (Yeats 233)

The second section of the poem is reminiscent of Hayter’s Chinese Circus

and Cinq personnages: 

When Loie Fuller’s Chinese dancers enwound

A shining web, a floating ribbon of cloth,

It seemed that a dragon of air
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Had fallen among dancers, had whirled them round

Or hurried them off on its own furious path;

So the Platonic Year

Whirls out new right and wrong,

Whirls in the old instead;

All men are dancers and their tread

Goes to the barbarous clanging of a gong.  

                                  (Yeats 234)

V

The two Modernists, Yeats and Hayter, lived, sharing the part of the 20th

century and led poetry and art in Ireland and France, and Britain and the 

USA. Yeats led younger writers, Pound and Eliot, while Hayter offered a 

world-famous workshop in his studio in Paris and New York to almost all 

the great artists of his time. What is amazing is the fact that these two artists 

themselves became master artists, not only did they lead those who followed 

them. 

Notes

1) Joseph Hecht (1891-1951) was an original engraver, who seems to me a great influence on 

Hayter. The friendship and mutual influence on each other and how Hayter’s workshop began 

are thus described: 

   In 1926 Hayter met the engraver Joseph Hecht, a friendship which endured until Hech’s 

death in 1951. Hecht was a most original engraver but little known: it is only now that his 

prints with their strange and innocent imagery are beginning to receive the recognition they 

deserve. Hecht introduced Hayter to the use of burin and Bison (1927) is the first print Hayter 

made in this technique. Its pure engraved line, as well as its image, is immediately reminiscent 

of Hecht. Hayter was then living in a dilapidated studio in the Villa Chauvelot but working and 

printing with Hecht. Hayter’s excitement and enthusiasm for printmaking were contagious, and 

two Canadian women asked for lessons. He replied to the effect: “Find a press and two more 
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people, and then we are in business.” They did so, and the workshop was founded, although it 

did not acquire a name until the early 1930s. (Hayter, A Complete Catalogue 19)

2) See Peter Black, “Differing Modes of Representation: The Originality of Hayter’s Imagery, 36-47.

Alexander Calder first arrived in Paris at about the same time, and he recorded in his 

autobiography that Hayter was the first artist there with whom he established a real friendship (36).

See Fig. 384 on page 341, Hayter, A Complete Catalogue: Chinese Circus 1976; Alternative title, 

Cirque chinois; Copper plate, 495 x 398 mm; Engraving, soft-ground etching, roulette and scorper; 

Printed in colours; States: i Engraving. 21 March, 1 proof; ii Further engraving, 30 March, 1 proof; 

iii Further engraving, 3 April, 3 proofs; iv Plate covered with plastic sheet; sheet cut; soft-ground 

texture; roulette; scorper, 1 proof; v Further scorper work, 1 proof; Colour trials: Printing: intaglio 

fluorescent yellow, soft roller red through stencil, soft roller green through stencil; Artist’s proofs 

1-5 on Barcham Green; Limit of edition 75. Printed by Hector Saunier on B.F.K. Rives paper. 

Nos. 13-61 printed in 1981, 62-75 in 1982.
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